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Key Rationales for Human Needs

Figure 1: An overview of ConvXAI to support human-AI scientific writing with heterogeneous AI explanations via dialog.
ConvXAI includes a front-end User Interface to
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A B C Dcheck AI models and predictions, and
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A B C Dinquire about heterogeneous AI explanations via dialogue. Also, ConvXAI involves a back-end deep learning server to generate
AI predictions and explanations, which is embedded with
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A B C D a unified API for generating heterogeneous AI explanations.

ABSTRACT
Despite a surge collection of XAI methods, users still struggle to ob-
tain required AI explanations. Previous research suggests chatbots
as dynamic solutions, but the effective design of conversational XAI
agents for practical human needs remains under-explored. This pa-
per focuses on Conversational XAI for AI-assisted scientific writing
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tasks. Drawing from human linguistic theories and formative stud-
ies, we identify four design rationales: “multifaceted”, “controllabil-
ity”, “mix-initiative”, “context-aware drill-down”. We incorporate
them into an interactive prototype, ConvXAI1, which facilitates het-
erogeneous AI explanations for scientific writing through dialogue.
In two studies with 21 users, ConvXAI outperforms a GUI-based
baseline on improving human-perceived understanding and writing
improvement. The paper further discusses the practical human us-
age patterns in interacting with ConvXAI for scientific co-writing2.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools; Collaborative and social computing systems and tools.

1See the ConvXAI system code at: https://github.com/huashen218/convxai.git.
2See a full paper of ConvXAI study at: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.09770.pdf.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the potential of a surge collection of eXplainable AI (XAI)
methods, a number of studies show that applying state-of-the-art
XAI methods to real-world human tasks could not always help users
better simulate model predictions, understand AI model mistakes,
etc [6, 9]. To resolve the issues, researchers have explored the mis-
match between real-world user demands and existing XAI methods.
Shen and Huang [7], for instance, compare practical user questions
with over 200 XAI studies and identify a bias in current methods
towards certain types of XAI questions, neglecting others. Addi-
tionally, users also tend to have multiple, dynamic and sometimes
interdependent questions on AI explanations [3, 4]. Addressing this
array of questions necessitates an integration of heterogeneous AI
explanations. Prior work has envisioned the concept of “explainabil-
ity as a dialogue” to accommodate diverse user needs and mitigate
cognitive load [3]. However, there is a dearth of exploration regard-
ing the design of conversational XAI systems to meet practical user
needs and understand user reactions.

In this paper, we investigate the potential of conversational XAI
in the context of practical human-AI scientific writing, where we
propose a conversational XAI system, ConvXAI. ConvXAI incorpo-
rates ten types of AI explanations into a unified dialog interface that
empowers users to interactively ask various XAI questions about
the AI predictions. Particularly, we augment ConvXAI with four
design rationales collected from empirical formative studies with
7 users of diverse backgrounds and theoretic linguistic properties
of human conversation: address various user questions (“multi-
faceted”), actively provide XAI tutorials and suggestions (“mix-
initiative”), empower users to dig into AI explanations (“context-
aware drill-down”), and make flexible customization with details
on-demand (“controllability”).

We conducted two within-subject user studies with 21 users to
compare with SelectXAI– the traditional GUI-based XAI system
that displays all XAIs in a collapsible manner. Results show that
users perceived ConvXAI to be more useful in understanding AI
writing feedback and improving human writings. The results also
validated the less cognitive load and effectiveness of the four user-
oriented design principles. This work contributes insights into the
design space of useful XAI in practice, reveals humans’ XAI usage
patterns and identifies opportunities for future XAI works.

2 CONVXAI SYSTEM
ConvXAI is a novel system to facilitate human-AI collaboration by
providing conversational AI explanations, which empowers users to
request heterogeneous AI explanations via a unified dialog interface.
We apply ConvXAI on human-AI scientific writing task in this study
and briefly describe its design and implementation below.

2.1 Delivering Heterogeneous Explanations via
a Unified Dialogue Interface

Users ask for diverse XAI questions covering the whole AI lifecy-
cle (e.g., data, modeling, and evaluation) to understand the AI sys-
tem [4, 7], while preferring the interactive interface to be concise for
minimal cognitive load [5]. Therefore, we design ConvXAI to deliver
heterogeneous explanations via a unified conversational interface.
Specifically, we develop this conversational XAI pipeline based on
the task-oriented Dialogue-State Architecture [1], where it mainly
consists of four modules. Firstly, a Natural Language Understanding
module parses any XAI user question into a pre-defined XAI user
intent (e.g., “explain top-k features”, “explain similar examples”),
which is then mapped to a specific XAI function out of 10 XAI types
elaborated in Figure 2 (Table). Secondly, the AI Explainers module
will generate AI explanations using cutting-edge XAI algorithms
corresponding to the above XAI user intent. The third module,
Natural Language Generation, then converts the generated expla-
nation to a free-text response via the pre-defined natural language
templates, and sends the response back to users via the dialogue
interface. On top of the pipeline, we include a Global XAI State
Tracker, to record users’ turn-based conversational interactions,
including user intent transitions and the users’ customization on AI
explanations. Overall, we design the conversational XAI pipeline
to be model agnostic and XAI algorithm agnostic, which enables
ConvXAI to be generalized to various AI and XAI methods.
2.2 Enabling User-oriented Multifaceted XAI

with Interactive Customization
By combining the feedback from a formative study with 7 users
of diverse backgrounds and the human conversational linguistic
theories [2], we embed four user-oriented design rationales into
ConvXAI. The ConvXAI (Figure 2) requires to beMultifaceted,Mixed-
initiative, Context-aware drill-down, and Controllability. Concretely,
ConvXAI enables users to ask ten types of multi-faceted AI expla-
nations (shown in Figure 2 (Table)) in the conversation input panel
(Figure 2A1). To design ConvXAI to be mixed-initiative, we start
the explanation dialog with a review summary of the AI writing
structure model and style model’s outputs. The users can select
any one sentence in this review list to ask instance-wise XAI ques-
tions and start a conversation session on the sentence. Uniquely,
to make it serve as proactive guidance towards more sophisticated
XAI methods, ConvXAI adds an additional explanation type, under-
stand suggestion – to explain AI suggestions and provide brief XAI
tutorials. Also, ConvXAI initiates a prompt message “to improve...”
(Figure 2A2) with a subset of relevant XAIs, based on “guessing”
what users would want to improve their writing at this point. To
enable context-aware drill down (Figure 2A3), ConvXAI leverages
Global XAI State Tracker to store the history of user and XAI agent
dialog, and generate the XAI response based on the previous dialog
accordingly. Still, given the default XAI responses may not satisfy
users’ needs on customizing their own explanations in some cases,
we, therefore, make the XAI agent proactively present hints for
human controllablity, e.g., “would you like to...” (at the bottom of
Figure 2A3. Figure 2A4 ) for humans to customize XAIs based on
their needs. By embedding these user-oriented XAI rationales into
ConvXAI design, the system can thus be more useful for humans in
practical AI-assisted writing tasks.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3584931.3607492
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1

2

Stage XAI Goal User Question Samples XAI Formats Algorithm

Understand Data
1.What data did the system learn from?

Data Statistics Data Sheets2.What’s the range of the style quality scores?
3.How are the structure labels distributed?

Understand Model 4.What kind of models are used? Model Description Model Card

Understand Instance
5.How confident is the model for this prediction? Prediction Confidence Model probability score
6.What are some published sentences similar to mine semantically? Similar Examples NN-DOT
7.Which words in this sentence are most important for prediction? Feature Attribution Integrated Gradient 

Improve Instance 8.How can I revise the input to get a different prediction label? Counterfactual 
Explanation

GPT3 In-context Learning
Understand Data 9.What’s the statistics of the sentence lengths? Data Statistics Data Sheets

Understand Suggestion 10.Can you explain this sentence review? XAI Tutorial Template

Can you explain this review?

S3: we summarized all the collected CHI 
abstracts into five structural patterns, where we 
found your submission is closest to the pattern 
of 'background' (33.3%) -> 'purpose' (16.7%) 
-> 'method' (16.7%) -> 'finding' (33.3%). By 
using Dynamic Time Warping algorithm to 
analyze how to revise your submission to fit this 
sty le pat tern, the resul t suggested to 
describe background aspect but not purpose in 
this sentence.

To improve, you can check the most 
important words resulting in the prediction and 
further check how to revise input into another 
label . See XAI questions below:

How confident is the model 
for this prediction?

Given your selected sentence = “In this 
paper , we examine the Conversational XAI 
potential in the context of scientific writing.”, 
the model predicts a 'purpose' aspect label 
with confidence score = 0.9474.

The most likely counterfactual label is 'background'. You 
can get this label by revising into: 
'the Conversational XAI potential in the context of scientific 
writing the Conversational XAI potential in the context 
of scientific writing ‘.  
I'm confident with this revision with confidence 
score=0.3882.

2 + background

The top-3 similar examples from the CHI dataset are 
(Conditioned on label=purpose): 
sample-1137 - Our findings highlight trends that can drive 
critically needed digital health innovations for vulnerable 
populations.. 
sample-2239 - While urban design affects the public, 
most people do not have the time or expertise to 
participate in the process. 
sample-2655 - The EL display is connected to planning 
software and illuminates the correct hole.

The top-2 similar examples from the CHI dataset are 
(Conditioned on label=background): 
sample-2307 - In response, we present Media of Things 
(MoT), a tool for on-location media productions. 
sample-14733 - To address this issue, we developed the 
Technology-Supported Reflection Inventory (TSRI), which 
is a scale that evaluates how effectively a system supports 
reflection.

A2 A3 A4

How can I revise the input to 
get a different prediction label?

Label Distribution Prediction Confidence

Similar Published Sentences

Important Words Counterfactual Prediction
Would you like to set another contrastive label to 
change to? Please type the label from 'background', 
'method', 'purpose', 'finding', 'others', or reply 'No' 
if you won't need.

What are some published sentences 
that look similar to mine semantically?

Would you like to see more or less examples, 
and meanwhile conditioned on an aspect? If you 
need, please type the word number + aspect 
(e.g., 6 + method), otherwise, please reply 'No'.

Multifaceted
A1

Mixed-Initiative Context-aware 
Drill-down

Controllability

Figure 2: An overview of four design rationales tailored for human use needs in ConvXAI. The ConvXAI dialogue flows are
designed to follow the four principles of “multifaceted” (A1), “mixed-initiative” (A2), “context-aware drill-down” (A3) and “con-
trollability” (A4). Particularly, for “multifaceted” (A1), ConvXAI covers ten types of user questions (i.e., Data Statistic, Feature
Attribution, etc.) serving to five different XAI goals. Stage (1) shows eight XAIs included in the formative study, and Stage (2)
indicates two added XAIs in ConvXAI.

2.3 Applying Conversational XAI to Human-AI
Scientific Writing

We apply ConvXAI to human-AI collaborative writing on scientific
papers, as the human-AI co-writing process consumes complex cog-
nitive loads that can potentially inspire users to enquire more AI
explanations. As shown in Figure 1, humans can submit their drafts
(Figure 1A) to the editor to get AI models’ feedback (Figure 1B).
Then they can leverage the conversational AI explanations to un-
derstand the writing models’ feedback (Figure 1C) (i.e., including
AI model integrated feedback), and further improve and resubmit
their writings iteratively. Here, we incorporate two AI models to
provide AI predictions on writing structure and style, respectively,
and further integrate them into writing reviews.

3 USER STUDIES
We conducted two within-subjects human evaluation studies with
13 participants in the Task One and 8 participants rejoining in
the Task Two. The users were recruited from university mailing
list and required to have research writing experience. We asked

users to compare ConvXAI against SelectXAI, a GUI-based XAI
system that statically displays all the XAI formats at one-time. The
user study aimed to investigate if ConvXAI can help users better
understand the AI writing feedback and further improve the writing
artifacts accordingly. We asked each participant to edit two paper
abstracts with the help of ConvXAI and SelectXAI, respectively.
Participants were then asked to rate their experience using 5-point
Likert scale in the survey. We particularly designed the Task One
to be an open-ended writing task to evaluate the effectiveness of
user-oriented design in the system, and Task Two as a well-defined
writing task to investigate how systems can help users improve
their scientific writing process and output in practice [8].

We summarize participants’ ratings on the two systems, ConvXAI
and SelectXAI, in Figure 3. We performed the non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare users’ nominal Likert Scale
ratings and found that participants self-perceived ConvXAI to help
them to better understand why their writings were given the
corresponding reviews (ConvXAI 4.07±1.18 vs. SelectXAI 3.69±
1.37, 𝑝 = 0.036, Figure 3A). . They also felt that ConvXAI helped
themmore in improving theirwriting (4±0.91 vs. 3.53±0.77, 𝑝 =
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Figure 3: Analyses on users’ self-ratings on their experiences playing with ConvXAI and SelectXAI in Task One. They self-rated
ConvXAI to be better on all dimensions, andmost significantly on the usefulness of mix-initiative andmultifaceted functionality.

0.019, Figure 3B). The helpfulness are likely because participants
can more effectively find answers to their diverse questions.

Besides their promising self-reflection, 3 out of 13 participants
actually edited and iterated their abstracts in ConvXAI. They all
successfully addressed the AI-raised issue (i.e., the corresponding
suggestion disappeared when they re-evaluated the edited version).
However, the other 10 participants showed low incentive to revise
the published abstracts. Through interviews, we also summarize
some challenges they faced in interacting with the current ConvXAI.
Through the study observations and free-form question interviews
with users, we obtained that 9 out of 13 participants prefer to use
ConvXAI than SelectXAI system for improving their scientific writ-
ing. We conjecture that this might primarily result from ConvXAI’s
ability to answer user questions more sufficiently, efficiently, and
diversely. More specifically, the benefit comes from three dimen-
sions: first, ConvXAI reduces users’ cognitive load digesting the
available information; second, ConvXAI enables users to pinpoint
the XAI questions efficiently. third, ConvXAI provides sufficient AI
explanations crafted for user need.

For Task Two, we evaluate participants’ scientific writing per-
formance quantitatively in terms of productivity and writing perfor-
mance (i.e., how many changes have been made and whether the
improved writing outputs are scored better). Akin to Task1, we also
qualitatively assess participants’ perceived usefulness with 5 points
likert scale from the post-survey.

We can observe that, by comparing with Original scores, both
ConvXAI and SelectXAI are useful for humans to improve
their auto-metric writing performance, including the “Gram-
marly”, “Model Quality”, and “Model Structure” scores. Furthermore,
ConvXAI specifically outperforms SelectXAI on Grammarly and
writing quality metrics, indicating that ConvXAI can potentially
help users to write better grammar-based and style-based
sentences in scientific abstracts than SelectXAI. On the other
hand, the human editor’s evaluation shows inconsistent results,
where ConvXAI and SelectXAI can both improve the writing
Structure evaluations, but not in the Quality metric. To probe the
inconsistency between human and auto-metric evaluations, we fur-
ther compute the Pearson correlation between the model scores
and the human ratings and find that both quality and structure
are negatively correlated or not correlated (quality: -0.0311 and

structure: -0.1150), showing that there is a misalignment between
humans and models.

Therefore, we posit that both universal XAI systems, includ-
ing ConvXAI and SelectXAI, are useful to improve human writing
performance under auto-metric evaluations. Particularly, ConvXAI
can outperform SelectXAI in terms of grammar and style-based
writing quality. Besides, as the human is not aligned with model
evaluations based on Pearson correlations, the improvement failed
in the human quality metric. This negative finding actually pro-
vides valuable insights into the importance of aligning the human
judgment and model objective in AI tasks, so that users can use
the systems to effectively reach both improvement goals. In the
post-survey, we also ask users to rate their perception of system
usefulness in terms of assisting their abstract writing. We particu-
larly measured the users’ perceived usefulness on “Overall Writing”,
“Writing Structure”, and “Writing Quality” improvement. We can
see participants perceived ConvXAI to be 1 (out of 5) point higher
than SelectXAI in terms of use on all writing aspects.
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